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Rationality and agency
• Instrumental rationality: disposition to adopt suitable means to one's
ends.
• Applies to all forms of agency

• Epistemic rationality: disposition to conform one's thoughts to
requirements such as coherence, evidentiality, relevance, accuracy.
• Applies to cognitive agency

Epistemic action:
Epistemic norm(s)

Instrumental action: norm of utility

Epistemic success
• Df: Epistemic success is the condition of satisfaction of cognitive
actions
• These conditions depend on the type of cognitive action performed:
•
•
•
•

Judging: accuracy
Perceptual discrimination: validity
Memory retrieval: accuracy or exhaustivity
Reasoning: coherence, relevance

• In parallel with instrumental rationality, epistemic rationality has a
context requirement: optimize one's chances of epistemic success in a
given cognitive task.

How should actions be represented in their
effort at optimizing success?
• Traditionally, rationality has been discussed as the ability to use one's
knowledge to guide one's action (rather than rely on one's fleeting
impressions or desires).
• On the other hand, many theorists of action have taken rational
actions to constitute only one among other forms of action:
• Traditional/habitual
• Emotional/affective
• Value-oriented actions

• Weber (1920), Parsons (1937), Searle (1983), Hursthouse (1991)

Contrasting views: rationality as trade-off
• Herbert Simon on Bounded Rationality (1957)
• Cognitive capabilities are not unlimited.
• Optimizing decision needs to be sometimes replaced by satisficing
Aspiration levels in decision making are dynamically adjusted to the situation
Stopping rules in the decision process must be enforced.

• Evolutionary theories of emotion have defended the rationality of
emotional actions
De Sousa (1979), Damasio (1994)

• Ecological rationality: match between mind and environment
Gigerenzer (2004)

Our aim
Hypothesize that diversity in action
• does not need to entail diversity in rationality,
• but rather, might express the constraints of rational decision making
in various environments and time-frames.
• Respect a scope constraint: these constraints should be reflected in
all forms of action, whether world-directed or cognitive.
• In world directed action, the goal is to acquire or modify world properties
• In a mental or cognitive action, the goal is to acquire or modify one's own
informational states

Outline
1. A new methodology for Action Theory: outside-in vs
inside out. Conditions of adequacy of the
hypothesis
2. Why three types of action system?
1.
2.
3.

Impulsive action
Routine action
Strategic action

3. System-specific representations ?
4. critical feelings.

1. A outside-in methodology for
Action Theory

A new Method for action theory
• The analysis of function has traditionally been conducted

from inside -out:

from mental state to behavioral and distal outcome
First question "What is the representational content of intentions?"

• Our proposal is to explain rationality of action outside in
(from distal outcome to mental state):
First question

What are the rational constraints that must be fulfilled for an action to be
successful?

In virtue of the cost-benefit trade-off:
• An organism should only be motivated to act when the resources
used in order to attain its goal are not likely to exceed, all things
considered, the gain likely to result from acting (probabilistic benefitcost ratio ).
E.G.: is it worth trying to get food or water when there is a high probability of
being killed in this process?

• The anticipated gain
• The resources made available to reach it
are both a matter of respecting a temporal window.

Three Reverse Engineering Hypotheses
1. No single agentive mechanism is able to respond
simultaneously to
Ø sudden changes (fast-moving objects, predators)
Ø recurrent events
Ø long-term future changes
à There must be different trade-offs responding to these
temporal features of the environment.

Hyp. 2 Constitutive role of time in the
trade-offs shaping action systems
Ø fast-moving objects & unexpected risks &
opportunities: impulsive action system
Ø recurrent needs: habitual or routine action
system
Ø Planning long-term future changes: strategic
action system

Hyp. 3 Each Trade off adaptive representations
and processes
Each action is triggered by an intention i.e. a
representation enabling its selection and guidance
• Intentions are specific to each action-system
• Goal representations and action guidance differ
across systems.

Reverse engineering
Selection and
action guidance
taxonomy of
action types

Informational
vehicle
Representational
structure

Rational
constraints

Conditions of adequacy in testing our
hypotheses
• Empirical evidence in favor of three systems of action.
• Conceptual generality of this hypothesis, which must
apply both to
• world-to-mind (bodily or physical) actions.
• mind-to-mind (mental of cognitive) actions.

• Providing a plausible causal account of
• action selection
• cooperation of action systems
• Apparent failures of rationality
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Conditions of adequacy in testing our
hypotheses
If a time-based reverse engineering hypothesis is
correct: time should influence in a dual way:
• Agents’ sensitivity to instrumental norms of
rationality regulating physical action
• Agents’ sensitivity to the epistemic norms regulating
mental actions.
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2. Three types of physical and mental

action

• This section will
• describe the proposed tripartition and emphasize the functional
properties of each action system
• present experimental evidence for it.
• The next section will explore the representations underlying each
system.

Impulsive action
• Examples : running away out of fright,
shouting when watching a game,
ducking to avoid a projectile etc.

• From the function viewpoint,
"impulsive” means what Frijda (1986)
calls "control precedence"

Examples of Impulsive mental actions
• Feeling that one can’t clearly see something and taking a closer look
• Recognizing a face as familiar, and trying to identify the person.

Control-precedence in Impulsive action
• An agent intentionally performs her impulsive action here
and now, possibly interrupting another ongoing action
• Impulsive actions are "reflex-like" and shortsighted (no
apparent concern for the consequences).
• They react to some particular features of a present
situation, ignoring others.

Frijda (1986), Hursthouse (1991)
Searle (1983),

Experimental evidence
Temporal features of impulsive action:
Affordance predictions can be made only milliseconds
after visual sensations register on the retina, i.e. before
the categorisation of perceived objects is completed.
Barrett & Bar (2009)

Empirical evidence for a specialized system for
impulsive reactings
• Impulsive actions involve activation of a ventral
system, including the amygdala, insula, ventral
striatum, and ventral regions of the anterior cingulate
gyrus and prefrontal cortex:
• Phillips et al (2003).
• Bechara ,Damasio & Damasio 2000
• LeDoux & Phelps (2006)

Impulsive action
• Philosophers have suggested that these actions are
too quickly formed to respond to beliefs and
associated desires.
• They are done "in the grip of an emotion".
• For this reason, some authors claimed them to be
"arational" rather than irrational: although
intentional, the agent did not do it for a reason.
Hursthouse (1991), Pacherie (2002), Scarantino (2014),

Resisting arationality
• The function of impulsive actions is to swiftly trigger an appropriate
response to an unexpected, urgent threat or opportunity.
à They are “reactings”.

Routine action
• Performed when an agent deals with habitual, recurrent
situations, such as driving, preparing food, adjusting posture.
• Cognitive examples: checking up a bill, trying to remember a
fact, a date, a forgotten shopping list etc.
• Control precedence: controlled "here and now" by recurrent
schemas in the environment and their reward feedback.
• Automatic and shortsighted

Similarity with impulsive actions
• Performance "in the grip of a habit”vs. "in the grip of
an emotion".
• practical reasoning not involved.
• shortsightedness
• control precedence (interference with planned action)

• little focal attention, or no conscious awareness
(e.g.unconscious driving).

Similarity with impulsive actions
• Perceived objects are evaluated as allowing the agent
to achieve a given end, in an embodied way
• practical reasoning not involved.
• shortsightedness
• control precedence (interference with planned action)

• The associated dispositions to act consist in pragmatic
schemas:
• the agent feels immediately and unreflectively "drawn to
act in a certain way", (Dreyfus & Kelly 2007)
• as a function of the intensity and valence of the sensed
opportunity.

Differences with impulsive actions

• Different types of feelings involved: less
affective, although having a gradient of
valence and intensity
• Fluctuate with the time of the time of
the day, context, and cultural
environment
Much more culture specific

Empirical evidence for an habitual " model-free"
action system
• Habts are acquired through extensive experience by a
process of model-free reinforcement learning.
• Habit = changes in the striatal responses, corresponding
to stabilized action templates (Jog et al., 1999)
• Unlike goal- directed, model-based control, habitual
control cannot

• direct action selection according to new outcome utilities
• Be sensitive to outcome reevaluations.
Daw et al. (2005), Niv, Joel and Dayan (2006)
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Routine mental actions
• Are part of pragmatic schemas acquired through education and
cultural practices.
• Are based on fluency, i.e. ease of processing, which heuristically
predicts validity or truth (in appropriate contexts)
• satisfy our primary trade-off
• being repeated over time, they are processed effortlessly and reliably.
• They have inertia, however, and cannot easily be modified.

Examples of routine mental actions
• Question asking of a certain type (culturally driven)
• trying to respond accurately/vaguely to questions.
• Looking up a number in a phone book/on internet,
• reading newspapers at a given time of the day,
• writing and consulting one's organizer

Strategic action
• The ability to coordinate one's thoughts and actions in relation to a goal to
be attained in the future, independently of present or later solicitations
• is the mode of action selected for high-stake goals in more complex,
uncertain, but still relatively predictable environments
• Is performed and guided as a consequence of a prior intention, often at a
temporal distance from its initiating mental event.

Strategic action
• Planning is a standard strategic cognitive action (you may routinely intend
to plan, but you cannot plan routinely)
• E.g. planning to go to London at a given time for a specific purpose, vs.
going to London every monday.
• Strategic physical actions depend on planning

Strategic actions: contrasts with impulsive and
routine actions
• Do not focus only on present opportunities or risks
• Prior intentions are selected and elaborated by practical reasoning
• No control precedence (tend to be interfered with)
• Are not formed automatically (require conscious attention)
• Crucially involve beliefs, desires, and the mental action of planning to
act (prospective memory).
• Are not controlled by habitual reward feedback
• Are resource demanding

Empirical evidence in favor of a system for strategic action
• The agent uses a forward model to work out the ultimate outcomes consequent
on his planned actions by searching through the tree of state-actions
consequences, along with the current utilities of outcomes.
Doll, Simon, Daw (2012)
"In a model-based system, a cognitive map or model of the environment is
acquired, which describes how different stituations are connected to each other.
Action values for different paths can then be computed by a sort of mental
simulation (forward or tree-search strategy)"
Gläscher, Daw, Dayan Doherty (2010)

Distinct neural signature for model-based strategic actions (LatPFC, FPC frontopolar
prefrontal cortex)

Strategic cognitive actions: examples
Planning physical strategic actions is itself a strategic cognitive action:
• Relies on practical reasoning, beliefs, anticipations of consequences
Planning mental strategic actions: goal of acquiring epistemic
competences by training
Planning for attaining collective epistemic goals (science, legal
investigations, etc.)

3. System-specific
representations ?

How does time affect action structure &
representation?
Each type of action is triggered by a given type
of sensed value:
Ø impulsive action system: fast detection requiring
speedy action
Ø routine action system: detection of recurrent
opportunities and risks in stable contexts
requiring associated behavior and little attention
Ø long-term future changes: prior intention
(planning) requiring attention

Representation and guidance in our 3 action
systems
Reactings (impulsive/habitual

1. Reacting to present
opportunities or risks
2. No practical reasoning
3. Control predecence (interfere)
4. Formed automatically (can be
unconsciously performed)
5. involve evaluations
6. Cognitively undemanding
7. Shortsighted
8. Involve Know-hows

Strategic actions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do not focus only on present opportunities or
risks
Prior intentions are selected and elaborated by
practical reasoning
No control precedence (tend to be interfered
with)
Are not formed automatically (require
conscious attention)
Crucially involve beliefs, desires, and the mental
action of planning to act (prospective memory).
Cognitively demanding
Attention to distant or unwanted consequences
Involve declarative knowledge

Representation and guidance in our 3 action
systems
Reactings (impulsive/habitual

1.

Reacting to present opportunities
or risks
2. No practical reasoning
3. Control predecence (interfere)
4. Formed automatically (can be
unconsciously performed)
5. involve evaluations
6. Cognitively undemanding
7. Shortsighted
8. Involve Know-hows
à Should favor nonpropositional
associative representations

Strategic actions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do not focus only on present opportunities or risks
Prior intentions are selected and elaborated by practical
reasoning
No control precedence (tend to be interfered with)
Are not formed automatically (require conscious
attention)
Crucially involve beliefs, desires, and the mental action of
planning to act (prospective memory).
Cognitively demanding
Attention to distant or unwanted consequences
Involve declarative knowledge

Require access to propositional
structure

Impulsive and routine actions are two forms
of Reactings
àReactings have a relational
representational format: they are both
indicating a condition and motivating an
action.
àThey have a specific, affordance-based
format that is nonconceptual and
nonpropositional.

The rationality of affordance-based reactings
• Although they are not based on propositional attitudes, and hence
have no truth-conditions, affordance sensings have a gradient-based
structured content, with conditions of felicity. (Proust, 2015, 2016)
• Although reactings are not voluntary in the sense of being triggered
by a propositional intention, they involve an instrumental know-how
and a flexible, motivated trigger that can be retrospectively endorsed
or not.

Representational structure of affordance sensings (AS)
An AS is indexing an occurrent (relational) affordance, rather than an
individual event or object.
• Affordancea [Place=here], [Time= Now/soon], [Valencea], [Intensitya (on a
scale 0 to 1)], [motivation to act of degreed according to action programa].
Ø An affordance is sensed through a combination of sensorimotor cues,
affect and motivation to act.
Ø The motivation to act according to a given program is part of the AS.

Strawson (1959), Proust (2013, 2015, 2016)

What about cognitive reactings?
• Here: the action program is a type of cognitive control such as : try to
retrieve! Try to discriminate!
• What is the mental state that elicits a cognitive attempt to
acquire/retrieve information otherwise not available?

• When one needs to swiftly assess and control one's own
informational states, for example detect error and repair it, a
mechanism for detecting epistemic affordances is well suited
• A cognitive (or epistemic) affordance is sensed through an association
of heuristic cues, affect and motivation to act.
• So called "noetic feelings" are sensed cognitive affordances

Noetic Feelings
Predictive

Retrodictive

§ cognitive effortfulness
§ Familiarity
§ knowing
§ Tip of the tongue
§ Coherence, incoherence

§ Uncertainty about
correct performance
§ Uncertainty about
existing competence
§ Feeling of being right

What noetic feelings represent
• Noetic feelings are evaluative nonconceptual
representations
• They react to the presence , in the system, of
epistemic affordances
• Epistemic affordances are subjectively valenced.
• They predispose to perform a given mental
action according to their gradient of valence and
intensity

(Proust, 2014, 2015)

4 . Structural weaknesses of bounded
rationality?

Granting an outside-in approach
One might expect that specific environments may influence the
adaptive character of reactings.
Many valuable, ie normally reliable heuristics can fail to be truthconducive in "abnormal" conditions (Gigerenzer, 2004).
What are the types of task environment that tend to promote illusory
epistemic/cognitive affordances?

Poor feedbackà Feeling miscalibration
Children tend first to be overconfident in their cognitive abilities, and to
become subsequently underconfident.
Explanation: the subpersonal heuristics on which they rely for making a
decision need to be "tuned" to be reliably predictive (through the
feedback that has been received in relevantly similar past occasions).
Children only progressively learn to
• control and monitor their memory (an epistemic task)
• Inhibit the prepotent verbal response "I know" (an executive task)

Confusions about the type of sensed
affordance
Adults and children tend to trust their feelings of fluency (ease of
processing) even when the latter are unrelated to the task at hand.
For example:
ØThey have a (perceptually induced) feeling of fluency when a given
material is under their eyes, and conclude that they have
sufficiently learned the material (judgment of learning)
ØPeople tend to judge that a sentence that is easier to read is also
more probably true than one that is more difficult to read.

Interference of social rules with epistemic
decisions
EQUALITY BIAS
When several persons are asked to make a common decision, they tend
to spontaneously use an equity rule (taking everybody's opinion into
account), irrespective of the knowledge of each participant.
In situations of high epistemic uncertainty and simple decision-making,
an equality bias may be advantageous. (" less is more" effect in favor of
the participant with less knowledge) (Gigerenzer, 2004).
In most other cases, it leads to poorer decisions. (Bahrami et al. 2010)

Interference of social rules with epistemic
decisions
GENDER stereotypes
Conversely, feelings of uncertainty may be related to internalized
culturally transmitted prejudices about female/male ability.
For example, the same task of reproducing a complex geometrical
pattern
• presented as belonging to maths will be failed by more female than
male participants
• Presented as a drawing task will be failed by male than female
participants
(Regner et al 2007, 2010)

How to prevent such failures?
A standard strategy is to use concepts and theories to explain to
children and adults how to avoid the pitfalls above. But this does not
work well.
Alternative strategies: train new habits in context, allowing the trainees
to form "critical" feelings.

Cultural Engineering for enhancing rationality?
• How to confer automaticity to cognitive behaviors that normally
require strategic resources?
• By creating Critical feelings ie. "using one's feelings in order to
optimize outcome".
• A main feeling that has been exploited is: fluency.
• Aiming to exercise critical feeling through fluency, then, "means to
know the consequences of fluency and to act accordingly". Reber
(2013)
•

Critical feelings as strategically controlled reactings
• Confucius (551-479 BC) designed a moral
training based on the critical use of
fluency meant to allow trainees to acquire
"a second nature" as moral agents.
• effortless action can only be attained
through a strategic effortful training
designed to turn controlled into automatic
decision-making (habits)

Reber & Slingerland (2011)
Shiffrin & Schneider (1977).

Why shoud such training work?
Because habits are pleasant: trainees enjoy
• Reacting fluently to situations in which
they once experienced moral division and
unsatisfaction
• Because the trainees enjoy the coherence
of what they now are able to perform with
their own “strategic” moral values.

Reber & Slingerland (2011)
Shiffrin & Schneider (1977).

Critical feelings are also at the core of
academic curricula
• Students are trained in forming new habits for extracting and using
information.
• Apt training induces feelings of fluency and of coherence that
constitute an independent motivation for studying further.

A very short conclusion on
pedagogy

Repetition-based educational practices
have three roles
• Epistemic: Instantiate a costly epistemic norm, such
as truth or consensus by the mere sensitivity to a norm
of fluency
• Affective: turn their mastery into a (pleasurable)
habit.
• Instrumental: Make them easily accessible for
auxiliary use in strategic actions such as reasoning and
problem solving.
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